
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ITINERARY HIGHLIGHTS  

 
FENG XIAOGANG FILM COMMUNE @ NANYANG STREET  
A Scenic Area based on the movie theme, it truly restores Nanyang-style 
buildings and streets. Wandering here and return to the prosperous days of 
Nanyang. 
 
NANSHAN AAAAA CULTURAL ZONE 
A peaceful place for visitors to pray and worship for health & prosperity.         
 
TIANYA HAIJIAO AAAAA SCENIC SPOT 
"Tian-ya" and "Hai-jiao" are regarded as symbols of love ; "Sun and Moon 
Stone" symbolizes love ; "Southern Sky Pillar" is also known as "Wealth 
Stone", the landmark of Hainan Island which not to be missed ! 
 
BINGLANG LI MIAO AAAAA CULTURAL TOURIST AREA  
A theme valley display the original ecological life scenes of the Li & Miao 
minorities, also known as the "living fossil" of the Li & Miao cultures & 
customs in Hainan. 
 
HELICOPTER RIDE EXPERIENCE 
Experience the Helicopter Ride once in your life time. 
 
DELICACY CUISINE & SEAFOOD GOURMET 

Hainan Four Dishes, Seafood cuisine, Nanshan Vegetarian, Chili Fish Head.  



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

DAY 01    KUALA LUMPUR – HAIKOU / FENG XIAOGANG FILM  COMMUNE / SANYA                       (L/ D) 
Assemble at KLIA, depart for your pleasant flight to Haikou, the capital of Hainan Province. Meet and greet on arrival, lunch at local restaurant.  
After lunch, tour of Mission Hills Huayi Feng Xiaogang Film Commune, is a movie-themed Film Commune consists 6 independent scenic spots: 1942·Youth 
Scenic Spot, Nanyang Scenic Spot, Old Beijing Scenic Spot, Beautiful Countryside Stone Mountain Village Scenic Spot, and Filmmaker’s Avenue of 
Stars. An Unforgettable movie scenes, a strong nostalgic atmosphere, and lush commercial streets make the entire project a collection of architectural tourism, film 
tourism, and commercial tourism are integrated into one.   
Enter into Nanyang Scenic Spot, which is a collection of 65 Nanyang-style buildings that combine Chinese and foreign architectural styles. Nanyang Street not 
only truly restores Nanyang-style buildings and streets, but also recreates the actual commercial scenes and business styles of Nanyang markets such as martial 
arts schools, pawn shops, Western clothing shops, medicine shops, herbal tea shops, and bakeries. You may encounter street performances and on-site filming in 
the scenic area. Wandering here is like returning to the prosperous period of Nanyang. Proceed to Sanya, check into hotel after dinner. 
 
DAY 02     NANSHAN 5A CULTURAL TOURISM ZONE / TIANYA HAIJIAO  5A SCENIC SPOT         (B/L/D) 
Nanshan Cultural Tourism Zone + Buggy ride, a demonstration site of the National Civilization Scenic Spot. The key feature of the zone is the three 
sided statue of Guan Yin Buddha. The bronze statue of Guan Yin Buddha stands 108 meters tall on a man-made island in the sea just off Nanshan. The 
main attractions include Nanshan Temple, Nanhai Guanyin Buddha Statue, Fuji Garden, Ten Party Tallinn and Guigyin Garden, Buddhist Cultural 
Exchange Center, and a vegetarian shopping street.  
Tianya Haijiao AAAAA Scenic Area +Buggy ride  famous for its seashore scenery and rocks that come in different shapes. “Tianya” and “Haijiao” are 
two big rocks, symbol of love for many people, making it a popular attraction among couples. There are other famous stone carvings include “Nan Tian Yi 
Zhu” and “Rocks of Sun and Moon,” which represent wealth and love respectively.  
(This scenic spot will replace by Luhuitou Hill Park during peak season from January – February 2025) 
 
DAY 03    HELICOPTER (1KM) RIDE / LI & MIAO 5A CULTURAL ZONE                                          (B/L/ D) 
In the morning, FREE Helicopter 1KM ride, the helicopter ride experience is also so exciting ! (There is no cash refund if stop operating due to reasons) 
Binglang Valley Li Miao AAAAA Cultural Tourist Area + Buggy ride. The scenic area is composed of four major sections: Intangible Cultural Heritage Village, 
Ganshili Village, Rainforest Miao Village, and Dream Garden. Ten national intangible cultural heritages are also displayed in the Binglang Valley Scenic Area, 
among which the "Traditional Spinning, Dyeing, Weaving and Embroidery Skills of the Li Nationality" was recognized by the United Nations Inscribed by UNESCO 
on the List of Intangible Cultural Heritage. it is full of cultural charm and is a "living fossil" of Hainan's national culture. 
 
DAY 04     INT’L ROSE VALLEY / ISLAND RING ROAD COASTLINE SCENERES / HAIKOU              (B/L/-) 
Yalong Bay International Rose Valley + Buggy ride is based on the theme of "Beauty·Romance·Love", with rose culture as the carrier and rose industry as the 
core, integrating rose planting, seedling cultivation, processing and sales of rose derivative products, rose culture, leisure and vacation in one. 
Afterwards, the coach will ride on the Hainan’s most beautiful & Online celebrity hotspot  - Island Ring Road Coastline Sceneries. This trans-island Highway 
has a total mileage of 988.2 kilometers, connecting characteristic bays, capes, characteristic towns, tourist attractions, and coastal resorts along the way. Among 
them, the Wanning section is over 96km long, running through beautiful bays such as Riyue Bay, Shimei Bay, and Shanqin Bay. Green mountains, blue seas, 
highways, and driving cars form a magnificent & amazing picture along the road. 
At Haikou, stroll along Qilou food street, an old town of Haikou which retains the architectural style of the arcade, where you can enjoy the variety of Hainan 
snacks, seafood, Hainan meehoon, and all kinds of snacks (Dinner Exclude). 
 
DAY 05     HAIKOU ~ KUALA LUMPUR                                                                                                        (B) 
After breakfast, visit Hainan Museum, is a comprehensive modern museum, which has three treasures of the town, belonging to the state-level precious 
cultural relics. Museum of a total of 10 large exhibition hall, sub-"Nan Ming lack Ge", "Outside the fiefs”, “between the immortal" three themes, more than 
1,000 pieces of cultural relics. Transfer to Haikou Meilan Int’l Airport, bid farewell with Hainan Island. 
 
COMPULSORY ITEM (+RM200)：Guanyin of Nanshan + Buggy Ride.                Complimentary: Daily 01 bottle of Mineral Water. 
Suggest Optional Tour ：Songcheng Eternal Love Show (RMB320/pax) or Sanya night cruise with unlimited soft drink / beer (RMB280/pax) or    
                                            Red Detachment Performance  (RMB260/pax)  
 
3 Shopping Stop : Fish Oil & Sea product, Charcoal, Healthy Living Center.           Complimentary : Daily 01 bottle of Mineral Water. 
Local Gourmet  : Hainan 4 dishes, Seafood Cuisine, Nanshan Vegetarian, Chili Fish Head.       
  

KUL/HAK  OD614  0820/1155  (D6) 
HAK/KUL  OD615  1340/1715  (D3) 

Group depart based on Min.10 adults.  

Tour Leader will be assigned for group 16 adults and above.  

Independant group based on 26 paxs and above (TL SGL SUPP applies).   
Include   :  Airport Taxes, 20KG luggage allowance, Tipping for Local Guide & Driver, Group Visa 
Exclude : Meal onboard, 01 Meals, Travel Insurance, Single room suppliment, Travel Bag and others… expenses.  

 
- The order of itinerary is subject to the final discretion of local land operator, we reserve right to amend the itinerary due to the unforeseen circumstances without prior notice 

https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=zh-CN&sp=nmt4&u=https://baike.baidu.com/item/%25E5%2585%25A8%25E5%259B%25BD%25E6%2596%2587%25E6%2598%258E%25E9%25A3%258E%25E6%2599%25AF%25E6%2597%2585%25E6%25B8%25B8%25E5%258C%25BA%25E7%25A4%25BA%25E8%258C%2583%25E7%2582%25B9&xid=17259,15700023,15700124,15700149,15700168,15700173,15700186,15700190,15700201,15700205&usg=ALkJrhhIQ3NAGyNBddI2_Hk3iSQ56p69Gg

